Top 5 Challenges
Pharma Distributors Face
Discover how pharmaceutical distribution companies
overcome their challenges with SAP Business One.

Introduction
The pharmaceutical industry has seen a significant advancement in the past year and is
emerging as one of the largest sectors in the market. To thrive, growing businesses need
to rethink processes and how they can leverage data from their operations. This has led
pharmaceutical distributors to adopt new technology and remain competitive.
For the modern distributor, success means overcoming industry challenges by finding
ways to run more efficiently. To achieve this, you need to gain a single, transparent view
of all your warehouse and distribution operations – helping you deliver goods on time,
boost customer satisfaction, and optimize inventory. This is where local systems fall
short, but SAP Business One excels.

How to Overcome Business Challenges in the Pharmaceutical Distribution Industry
with SAP Business One

1

Inventory Management

SAP Business One offers an affordable way to manage your supply chain and enhance
customer satisfaction. You get reliable, real-time information about inbound and outbound
shipments and inventory data, so you can extract insights and meet customer demands
and expectations.
Keep your inventory at optimum levels and avoid out of stock scenarios and wastage.
Pharmaceutical distributors are often troubled with product expiry dates; but with SAP
Business One, you can set automated alerts for items meeting expiry. And to ensure
reduced wastage, you can even select batches for delivery based on nearest expiry date
as well as recall any batch previously delivered to your customer.

2

Cost Management and Visibility

SAP Business One helps you manage costs with its stage-wise revaluation of product
costs. Tools such as "Landed Cost" allow you to take into consideration any extra
expenses that may be added to your initial cost, such as transportation and taxes.
Additionally, you can review your costs without the complexity of detailed Chart of
Accounts using the "Cost Center Allocation" tool which gives you instant visibility into
each area of your business, or even each product line, helping you achieve an accurate
evaluation of profitability.
Sophisticated business intelligence tools in SAP Business One provide deep insight into
business processes, helping you make sound business decisions based on real-time
data.

3

Batch Processing Data

Pharma distribution companies generate vast amounts of data which is extremely
sensitive in nature. Hence, accommodating huge data and dealing with it per batch is
important, given that there are a number of different suppliers/customers in your
business. Your batch processing data is automatically stored in SAP, making it easier for
you to review it at any time; including previous prices per batch, Sales Blanket
Agreements vs. Vendor Blanket Agreements, and much more.

4

Distribution & Delivery

Streamlined order entry processing and instant picklist generation help companies
achieve same-day delivery goals providing a competitive edge and increased customer
satisfaction.
With SAP Business One, you can smooth-run your pick & pack or shipping processes by
barcode and bin locations. In addition, you have the ability to extract manifest documents
for your delivery routes that are prioritized by predefined system parameters (VIP
customers, nearest locations etc.).

5

Quality and Compliance

Supporting international regulatory compliance, SAP Business One provides a
comprehensive and complete audit trail, supporting system validation and demonstrating
full transparency in the distribution of pharma products.
For example, you get the opportunity to create user-defined fields (UDFs) to ensure that
you are gathering all the information needed to meet compliance with industry
regulations. There are also several industry-specific extensions and validation protocols
that will further help you with quality tracking needs.

Key Benefits

SAP Business One incorporates a wealth of features that drive pharmaceutical
distribution business efficiency and position them for profitable growth. The software's
key features deliver unsurpassed operational benefits, including:

Greater
efficiency

Higher
profit margins

Improved
customer service

Reduced
inventory costs

Better visibility
into your business

Faster
time to delivery
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